


The last year has seen a number of changes for Episcopal City Mission. In March, we said goodbye
to the Reverend Noah Evans as Chair of the Executive Committee. ECM flourished under his
leadership, and he left big shoes to fill. I was honored to be given the opportunity step into the Chair
role, and I am excited about ECM’s future.

ECM undertook a comprehensive strategic planning process this year that included an intensive
listening campaign, a planning and learning retreat, and focus groups. The Executive Committee
has been working hard to distill the information gathered and discern a strategic plan that will
propel us into a new era of prophetic leadership. We look forward to working with our constituents
to bring this new strategic plan to life.

Finally, after acting as the fiscal agent and a funder for the Leadership Development Initiative for
many years, ECM has decided to make LDI a part of ECM. This will allow us to more efficiently and
effectively carry out our mission. Particularly, LDI’s formation training programwill become a
critical aspect of ECM’s strategic plan, assisting in the development prophetic leaders and the
gathering of individuals and communities for collaborative and impactful economic and social
justice work in Massachusetts.

ECM continues to lead the way in collaborative social change during this time of urgency, and we
are making changes to expand the impact of that work. Thank you for being a part of it.

Erin Alarcon

FROM THE CHAIR

There is much at stake in our lives and communities. The Christian tradition reminds us that we
must choose life for generations of our children to thrive. This choice is not solely about our
individual lives and families but grows out of right relationship with God and in kinship with our
neighbors and all of creation.

Our future depends on us being in deeper relationship with our neighbors, and making choices that
reflect our connection to one another. To that end, these questions guide us:

• How do we claim a moral vision rooted in our faith belief that all life is sacred and resist and
name the evil - ways of being, practices, policies, and systems - that denies and separates
anyone from life, dignity and justice?
• How do we fulfill our Christian commitment to a ‘love that does justice’ through partnering with
efforts and movements for more whole and equitable communities?
•How can our faith-rooted justice deepen the connection between personal and social
transformation by supporting communities grounded in practices of contemplation and action?

Making choices rooted in right relationship can be uncertain and threatening. We are conditioned
to live focused on our individual lives and communities, prioritizing the worth of those similar to
ourselves.

Our deepest resource for the transformation of our fear and conditioning is the love that Jesus is.
This is the Love that he commands us to embody – a love of God, ourselves, and our neighbor. This
Love transforms on the cellular level, and can overturn unjust systems on the macro level.

We humbly and boldly endeavor to place this Love at the center of Episcopal City Mission’s next
step into our ongoing awakening and transformation.

With Gratitude for your partnership,

The Reverend Arrington Chambliss

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

"See, I have set before you today life
and prosperity, death and adversity.
Choose life so that you and your

descendants may live."
Deuteronomy 30:15, 19
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Gathered
information
Through varied
methodologies we
gathered information: 100
one-to-one interviews, a
visioning conversation at
our 2016 Annual Meeting
and began to develop a
strategic framework to
guide our planning.

Developed a framework
In March 2017, 18 leaders from across our constituencies
reviewed, debated, and discussed this strategic
framework at a one and a half day Planning and Learning
retreat. We then shared this framework through two
focus groups in Boston, MA and Haverhill, MA.

Listened
carefully
Over the course of a year,
we listened carefully to
over 250 people from five
different ecosystems: the
Episcopal Diocese and
individual parishes,
philanthropic partners,
grassroots leaders, faith-
based justice
organizations, and
emerging justice
movements.

Episcopal Diocese and
individual parishes

Philanthropic
partners

Grassroots
leaders

Emerging
justice
movements

Faith-based
justice
organizations

4

8 Trainings

1000
People

1 Press
conference

1 Prayer
vigil

Absorbed ECM's history
We also absorbed ECM’s
rich 173-year history by
meeting with elder leaders
and reading written histories,
including issues of the
newsletter, City Issues.

Acted upon
our values
We also joined strategic faith-based
organizing partners from January -
August 2017 to act in alignment with
our values and in response to
outright attacks on vulnerable
communities.

Studied key
questions
We studied the evolution of
ECM’s work by examining
key turning points in the
history that surfaced
questions such as: How can
the Episcopal church be
relevant to urban
communities? How can
voices and the leadership of
those most impacted by
oppression guide our work?
How will a theology of
liberation shape our
understanding of
partnership? How can ECM
use its power and resources
to most effectively impact
change? And how can ECM
contribute to the restoration
of relationships fractured by
white supremacy, racism,
class privilege and other
forms oppression to what
God imagines for us?



God is doing something new
through our partnerships and

aligned with 173 year’s of mission.

These actions helped us to explore our
unique role in the weaving together of
a faith-rooted solidarity network for
immigrant justice. This action-based
discernment added important new
dimension to our listening campaign.

God is doing something new
through our partnerships and

aligned with 173 year’s of mission.

The following strategy offers a frame and the
ground for us to begin planting our commitments
and practice. It will guide us as we develop
culture, work plans, partnerships and measures for
impact. With our partners: episcopal parishes and
dioceses, faith-rooted organizers, grassroots and
philanthropic organizations, we will continue to
listen for ongoing answers to our questions and
will inform an emerging vision for our ongoing
spiritual awakening and liberation.



Christian witness
requires justice on
personal, communal
and systemic levels.

Rich Anglican
and Episcopal
theological
traditions

Moral
authority

Nimble and
responsive

to the spiritual and
sociopolitical

moment

Responsibility and
opportunity for
courageous

prophetic witness

Faith-
rooted

Our Episcopal/Anglican lens invites us to see all life
as sacred and worthy of dignity and justice. This
understanding informs our Christian vocation and
guides us as we face into the dynamics of power that
enable access and liberation for all communities.

Faith-
rooted

Embedded in rich
network of parishes,

grassroots
organizations, and

philanthropy

Experience with
affordable housing,
immigrant, racial, and

economic justice

Effective
connector

across varied
ecosystems

Financial
stability

Prayer and action are inextricably
linked. Contemplative and reflective
practices foster an encounter with
God's love and spirit that enable us to
see ourselves and the world as sacred.

Our social change
approach is oriented by
God’s Love and rooted in
relationship building &
accompaniment across
division



Episcopal City Mission's
purpose is to build relationships
of collective power for more
just, whole and equitable urban
communities in Massachusetts
as an expression of God's
transforming love. Our mission
is expressed in three
converging roles.
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MISSION
ECM is a faith-rooted
organization who partners
with grassroots and faith-
based organizations for
economic, racial and
immigrant justice through
the integration of three
roles: funder,
mobilizer/convener and
prophetic leadership
facilitator.

Funder:
ECM will fund grassroots
and faith-based
organizations who will lead
economic, racial and
immigrant justice in urban
communities of
Massachusetts

Mobilizer/Convener:
ECM will gather and

mobilize individuals and
communities to strengthen

the collective power of
campaigns and movements

for economic, racial and
immigrant justice in

Massachusetts.

Prophetic Leadership
Facilitator:

ECM will develop and support
Christian prophetic leaders,

parishes and networked
communities who will be more

vocal, active and powerful for
economic, racial and immigrant

justice in Massachusetts.



Develop strategic partnerships
with key grassroots and faith-
rooted organizations

Engage individuals, Christian
communities and faith-rooted
networks in opportunities for
strategic involvement in justice
and movement-based action.

Expand the Morville House
financial model by
leveraging our capital for
mission-related impact and
expand our donor base.

Develop a more
integrated funding
strategy that takes into
account organizational
impact, alliance
building and
innovation. Leverage
strategy and funding
partnerships with local
progressive funders for
greater collective
impact.

focused on economic, racial and
immigrant justice that will inform
our engagement strategy.

Engage parishes and individuals in
diverse program models for prophetic
leadership grounded in the experience
of the Leadership Development
Initiative (LDI). See p. 21 for more.

Partner with our grassroots
and faith-rooted partners
to design learning
communities that foster
transformative relational
engagement across division.

Reclaim a prayerful
and prophetic
Christian narrative that
is rooted in scripture
and the stories of
individuals and
communities who are
offer prophetic witness.



ANNUAL MEETING, 2016
On October 22nd
Episcopal City Mission
gathered 50 parish-based
leaders at St Peter's in
Weston, MA for ECM’s
Annual Meeting. Our
leaders engaged in the
first phase of ECM's
strategic planning
process, asserting that we
must address

FALL GRANTEE GATHERING, 2016
On Saturday, Nov 19th at Christ Church, Needham,
over 160 organizers from across New England came
together for our 6th Annual Grantee Gathering, hosted
in collaboration with the Haymarket People's Fund,
The Hyams Foundation, and Third Sector New
England's Inclusion Initiative. The Annual Grantee
Gathering provided an opportunity for ECM’s grantees
to join other justice organizers across New England to
learn from one another, share successes, offer support
and solidarity, and brainstorm ways to build
movements for justice.

STANDING ROCK, 2016
When the Reverend John Floberg, the
Episcopal priest serving on the North Dakota
side of the Standing Rock Reservation, issued
a call for faith and justice leaders to join him
in resistance to the proposed Dakota Access
Pipeline, fifteen clergy and lay leaders from
ECM’s leadership network within the Diocese
of Massachusetts were among those who
answered the call acknowledging that
challenges of Standing Rock are everywhere.
Together, they stood in solidarity for sacred
Lakota lands and Standing Rock’s water
supply, threatened by the pipeline and
practices that deny life.

ANNUALMEETING,2016
On
Octob
er

FALL
GRANTEE
GATHERING,
2016
On Saturday,

CELEBRATION & FAREWELL OF A BELOVED ECM LEADER
On Friday, December 16th, ECM gathered past and
present members, partners, staff, and friends to
celebrate Lucena Daley and her 34 years of ministry
with Episcopal City Mission. Thank you to all of those
who were present with us both in person and in spirit. A
special thanks to those who shared their gratitude and
stories of Lucena including: the Honorable Byron
Rushing, Polly Dickson, the Right Reverend Bud
Cederholm, the Reverend Norm Faramelli, and the
Reverend Canon Ed Rodman.

systemic oppression,
particularly as it manifests
in the housing crisis and
unjust immigration policies
and practices. Attendees
left the Annual Meeting
with a renewed
commitment to spiritual
awakening and political
engagement.
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IMMIGRATION PRESS CONFERENCE
On January 31st, Massachusetts Communities Action Network (MCAN),
Episcopal City Mission, Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC), Moral
Movement MA, and UU Mass Action came together to host a press
conference to discuss the ongoing Executive Orders that impact the
immigrant community, Muslim community, and communities of color.

IMMIGRATION GATHERINGS, 2017
Building the Solidarity & Sanctuary Network
On Saturday, January 14th, 120 people representing various communities and
congregations in Massachusetts came together to imagine and create a
Sanctuary and Solidarity Church Network in their state. ECM is grateful to
work in partnership with: Massachusetts Communities Action Network
(MCAN), Movimiento Cosecha, Nuevo Amanecer, Roxbury/Dorchester Mission
Hub, Cathedral of St. Paul, MANNA, and St. Stephen's South End. Guided by
the great commandment: to love God with all our minds, hearts and souls
and to love our neighbors as ourselves, we hosted gatherings from January -
March including: Know Your Rights trainings and opportunities for faith-
rooted congregations and community partners to build a broad and rich
network of Solidarity and Sanctuary.
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RESPONDING TO HATE
August Training in preparation for Boston Resistance
In response to the gatherings of white supremacists and neo-Nazis in
Charlottesville the weekend of August 11th, ECM, in partnership with the
Cathedral of St. Paul and MANNA, held a contemplative prayer vigil. ECM also
partnered with MCAN and Moral Movement MA to host two gatherings to equip
faith leaders preparing to respond in their communities in anticipation of the
“Free Speech” gathering in Boston on August 19th.

ANNUAL CELEBRATION
Across Massachusetts communities there is division
and confusion, action and solidarity. Our common
ground and clarity is found when we come together.
In the spirit of Pentecost, over 300 people from
faith-rooted and grassroots communities gathered
for an evening of prayer, food, reflection and action,
heard a powerful word from the Bishop Dwayne
Royster, and honored the Reverend Mariama White-
Hammond, Grace Episcopal Church in Medford, and
Rafaela Polanco and Piedad Janet Muñoz with our
Annual ECM Awards.
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BURGESS URBAN FUND
Central to our engagement with the wider community, the Burgess Urban Fund (BUF)
supports grassroots community organizing working to address the systemic causes of urban
poverty in Massachusetts. In 2016, ECM awarded grants to the following 19 organizations:

**Recipient of fund from Episcopal Church Women, specifically designated to an organization
working with and for women.

Agencia ALPHA

Asian American Resource Workshop

Beantown Society

Boston Tenant Coalition

Brockton Interfaith Community

Chinatown Community Land Trust

Coalition for Social Justice

Community Economic Development
Center of Southeastern Massachusetts

Dominican Development Center (Out of Cycle)

Essex County Community Organization

Lynn United for Change

Matahari: Women’s Worker Center

MetroWest Worker Center

Muslim Justice League

Neighbors for a Better East Boston

THRIVE

United Neighbors of Fitchburg

Women Encouraging Empowerment**

Youth Justice and Power Union

PARISH PARTNERSHIP GRANT PROGRAM
Every year ECM makes grants to parishes to support work that fights poverty and injustice
in their local communities. We focus on groups that challenge systems allowing poverty
to thrive in their local communities.

Church of the Holy Spirit (Orleans) - Food 4 Kids

common cathedral/Ecclesia (Boston)

Grace Chapel (Brockton)

MANNA (Boston)

Nuevo Amanecer (East Boston)

St. John’s Episcopal Church (Holbrook) - St. John’s After School Program

St. Mary’s Episcopal Church (Dorchester)

St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church (Lynn)

St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church (South End, Boston) - St. Stephen’s Youth Program

St. Thomas Episcopal Church/Common Ground: Center for Spiritual Practice (Taunton)
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WIDER COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP GRANT PROGRAM
Our Wider Community Partnerships are predominantly with faith-based organizations that
are connecting faith communities to justice-based strategies for change. In the spring of
2016, ECM awarded grants to the following six organizations.

Abolitionist Network, Emmanuel Gospel Center

Boston Faith and Justice Network

City Mission Society

Massachusetts Council of Churches

Partakers

UU Mass Action

DIOCESAN GRANT PROGRAM
Through ECM’s relationship with the Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, we support
programs and initiatives at the Diocesan level that are addressing issues of racial and
economic justice and prophetic leadership development. In 2016, ECM awarded grants to:
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When I first recruited the LDI’s founding leadership team, I never imagined that our work
would blossom as it has over these past 8 years. We have developed leadership teams
within 53 worshipping communities and trained hundreds of people. Our work has spread
ecumenically and nationwide. LDI demonstrates that powerful change can happen when
people take responsibility for enabling others to achieve shared purpose under
conditions of uncertainty.

Today, when people of faith urgently need to embody love that brings about justice LDI is
again listening deeply. Over the past year, under Natalie Finstad’s guidance, we have
carefully discerned where our work can best meet our community’s need, and have
assessed which organizational structure can best accommodate our growing ministry in
the diocese of Massachusetts and beyond.

Our fiscal agent, collaborator and long-time funder, ECM, has also been discerning their
response to this urgent moment. It has become clear to both the LDI Leadership Team
and ECM’s Executive Committee that our work is deeply integrated. LDI is drawn to ECM’s
emerging mission of deepening the church’s response to immigration, racial justice and
economic justice, and ECM intends to feature LDI’s formation tools and practices as a
critical centerpiece of their new strategic plan. As a result LDI will become part of ECM
and we will be dropping our distinct public identity.

In solidarity and deep gratitude,
Ella Davila Auchincloss, MTS*
LDI Founder
Chair, LDI Leadership Team
Member, Executive Committee, Episcopal City Mission

*To read the whole letter, visit:
www.leadership-development-initiative.org

Excerpts from A Letter from the Chair of the LDI Leadership Team

LDI over the last year has studied how the early Church followed Jesus, read Bonhoeffer's
testament to the power of community, witnessed Jesus’ relationship with the woman at
the well, and drew from the Hebrew people’s liberation through God, and developed two
core theological/ecclesiological principles that ECM will hold moving forward:

The Church is the living body of Jesus Christ; we are called to follow him, as his
earliest disciples did, by living out God’s ongoing movement of love, justice, and
liberation in the world today.

We most fully follow Jesus when we are part of a community. Through relationship with
Christ and one another, we know ourselves as God’s beloved and share that truth by
dismantling and rebuilding structures that deny God’s belovedness in one another.

Grounding Our Roots
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As reflected on the attached Statement of Financial Position, Episcopal City Mission’s
total assets stood at $26,166,434 as of December 31, 2016, with investments at a market
value of $18,707,404. The investment figure reflects an increase of roughly 9.4% relative
to the 2015 year-end market value of ECM’s investments portfolio. Of the total increase,
5.44% is attributable to positive investment performance, and the balance of the increase
is attributable to additional contributions to the endowment. Most notably, fall of 2016,
marked ECM’s receipt of the gift from the Episcopal Church Women to establish the
Burgess Urban Fund for Women. While the endowment saw a significant increase in
value, during 2016, ECM received substantial payments towards the outstanding principal
balance of its Morville House note, reducing the value of this holding as an asset of the
organization. As a result of this principal note payment, and other factors, ECM’s total
assets saw only a modest increase in value from year-end 2015. For more detail, please
review the preliminary financial reports accompanying this report.

As these figures demonstrate, ECM has benefited from generous gifts of both “time and
treasure” throughout its history. ECM is deeply grateful for the many gifts it has received
from our members, partners and supporters. ECM has also been blessed to receive a
steady stream of income through its investment in, and work with, Morville House.
Without these resources, ECM would not have been able to fund the millions of dollars
that it has made in grants over the last forty years or more. Through these grants, ECM
has been able to give voice to the many needs of the under-represented communities in
our Diocese. ECM holds dear its legacy of using its wealth to empower those members of
our community who are often left out in our political and economic structures.

Building on this rich legacy, ECM now looks to the future and asks how can we, as an
organization, deepen our commitment to align our values with our financial resources? In
answer to this question, the Executive Committee is pleased to announce the launch of a
new “Mission Related Investment” strategy. Through this initiative, ECM will seek to make
investments in the community which not only bring financial reward to ECM, but also
strengthen under-represented neighborhoods and constituencies in our Diocese. ECM’s
initial focus will be on making further investments in affordable housing. Currently, there
is a dire need for affordable housing in both the City of Boston and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Through Morville House, ECM has developed resources and a network of
contacts that make the organization uniquely situated to expand its investment in
affordable housing. ECM’s goal is to put these resources and contacts to work in 2017!

As ECM launches this initiative, we ask for your on-going prayers and support as ECM
discerns how best to deploy its wealth so that ECM’s finances not only fill its coffers, but
also enrich our communities and strengthen our civic life together in Christ.
Respectfully,

Andree Saulnier, Treasurer

Report from the Treasurer
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Natalie Finstad, Director of
Leadership and Engagement

Natalie began her professional
career as a community organizing
fellowwith Life Together, a program
for young adults in the Episcopal
Church. Here, Natalie experienced
howorganizing can simultaneously
seek collective justice and develop
an individual awareness of agency.
This inspiredNatalie to lead
organizingmovements in Boston,
NewZealand andNairobi, Kenya. In
Kenya, Natalie was an Episcopal
Missionary andworkedwith young
adults to found Tatua Kenya. Most
recently, Natalie was the Executive
Director for the Leadership
Development Initiative. Natalie
worked extensively as a teacher
and consultant with organizations
such as: The Harvard Kennedy
School, St. Paul’s Richmond,
Planned Parenthood, and the
Global EpiscopalMissionary
Network. Natalie was a featured
speaker at TEDx Beacon Street.
Natalie is a postulant for the
Diaconate in the Diocese of
Massachusetts and an Episcopal
Church Fellow. Natalie enjoys
traveling, staying active, hosting
dinner parties, and reading
memoirs.

The Rev'd Arrington Chambliss,
Executive Director

Arrington was the co-founder and
former Executive Director of Life
Together. Ordained to Episcopal
Priesthood in 2004, she served five
years as Assistant/Associate
Rector with the Church of St.
Andrew in Marblehead, MA. Prior
to ordination, she founded No
Ordinary Time, an organization
that worked primarily with young
activists, artists and faith-based
leaders to integrate reflection and
contemplative practice into their
social justice work. She is
particularly interested in the
intersection between the inner
work of contemplative prayer,
reflection and healing and the
outer work of nonviolent action,
reconciliatory dialogue, and
community organizing. She lives
with her family in Jamaica Plain,
MA.

Ramani Sripada, Director of
Grants and Learning

Ramani is a human rights and
social justice activist. She has
professional background in public
health and has led and
participated on a variety of
partnerships, coalitions and
advisory committees on local,
regional and national levels.
Ramani is skilled in community
organizing, strategic planning,
organizational development, grant
making, research and evaluation.
She received a BA in Social
Thought and Political Economy
from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, and a
MA in Applied Urban Anthropology
from City College, New York, NY.
She served as Deputy Director of
MA Asian & Pacific Islanders for
Health (MAP) for twelve years
providing HIV/AIDS prevention
education andmanaged a CDC-
funded National and East Coast
Regional API HIV/AIDS Capacity
Building Program. Ramani held the
position of ProgramOfficer at
MetroWest Health Foundation,
overseeing Racial and Ethnic
Health Disparities and Childhood
Obesity Prevention Initiatives and
was Director of Programs and
Services at Associated Grant
Makers (AGM), andmost recently
held the position of Deputy Director
at MA Alliance on Teen Pregnancy
Prevention.

Caroline Weeks, Life Together
Social Justice Fellow

Caroline Weeks is a Life Together
fellow thrilled to learn more about
community organizing and join
the wonderful Episcopal City
Mission team! Caroline graduated
from New York University with a
degree in English Literature and
Creative Writing. At NYU, she was
Co-Events Coordinator and
Director of Communications for
Active Minds, a mental health
awareness and stigma-fighting
student organization. She has
edited and contributed to literary
magazines at Thomas University
and NYU, and has organized and
participated in poetry readings.
Caroline is a Georgia native who
writes, reads, bakes, and does
yoga in her spare time.

Vesta Scotland, Interim
Operations Manager

Vesta Scotland currently works
for Episcopal City Mission as the
Interim Operations Manager. Over
the years she has worked in a
variety of industries as an
Executive Assistant/Office
Manager. She attended
Northeastern University to pursue
a B.A. Degree in Organizational
Communications and New
England College of Finance for
Accounting and
Finance/Business Management.
She is passionate about ECM’s
mission, and is an advocate for
economic and social justice,
solidarity and sanctuary. When
Vesta is not working she is
pursuing her other God’s gifts and
talents such as event planning,
singing, drawing, dancing,
creating and designing arts and
crafts.

Yani Burgos, Grants and Network
Weaver

After being introduced to
community organizing as a
teenager, Yani has committed her
life to community-led social
change. Prior to Episcopal City
Mission, she worked with Mothers
Out Front, supporting the
mobilization of mothers,
grandmothers, and other
caregivers to ensure a swift
transition away from fossil fuels.
She is interested in how
communities work to create
creative, sustainable practices
and strategies for change. Yani
lives in Quincy, and enjoys finding
innovative ways to use a slow
cooker, chanting on the beach at
sunrise, and searching for the
latest and greatest in sneaker
fashion trends.
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MORVILLE HOUSE
William Haynsworth,
President
Eileen O’Brien
Catherine Riley
Susan Smith
Richard Xu
Dorothy Hibbard
Erin Alarcon

LEGAL AUDIT COMMITTEE
Erin Alarcon

BURGESS URBAN FUND
The Reverend Matt Stewart,
Chair
The Reverend Jacqueline
Clark
Dylan Hillerbrand
The Reverend Edwin D.
Johnson
BarbaraWaterhouse
The Reverend Mariama
White-Hammond
Luz Zambrano

PARISH GRANT COMMITTEE
The Reverend Edward
Cardoza, Chair
Carolyn Chou
The Reverend Lisa Fortuna

WIDER PARTNERSHIPS
Erin Alarcon
The Reverend Zenetta
Armstrong
Katie Campbell Simons
Dr. Alexandra Pineros-Shields
The Reverend Sam Rodman

STAFF AND COMMITTEES
Staff
Yani Burgos, Parish Grants and NetworkWeaver
Katie Campbell Simons, Associate Director for
Community Partnerships and Public Policy (2016-
2017)
The Reverend Arrington Chambliss, Executive
Director
Lucena Daley, Operations Manager (2016)
Mary Beth Mills-Curran, Coordinator of Church
Based Ministries (2016)
Ashton Murray, Life Together Fellow (2015-2016)
Sarah Alphin, Life Together Fellow (2016-2017)

FINANCE & AUDIT COMMITTEE
Andree Saulnier, Chair
The Reverend Noah Evans
James Gammill
William Haynsworth
Kristen Stewart

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The Reverend Edwin D. Johnson, Chair
The Reverend Noah Evans

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Louise Gant

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Bishops
The Right Reverend Alan M. Gates, President
The Right Reverend Gayle E. Harris, Vice
President

Officers
The Reverend Noah Evans, Chair (2016)
Erin Alarcon, Vice Chair (2016), Chair (2017)
The Reverend Dr. Lisa Fortuna, Member (2016),
Vice Chair (2017)
Louise Gant, Secretary
Andree Saulnier, Treasurer
The Reverend R. Arrington Chambliss, Executive
Director

Members
Ella Auchincloss
The Reverend Edward M. Cardoza
The Reverend Jacqueline Clark
The Reverend Marisa Egerstrom
James Gammill
William Haynsworth
The Reverend Edwin D. Johnson
Hazel Johnson
Dr. Alexandra Piñeros-Shields
Dr. Margaret A. Post
The Reverend Moses O. Sowale
The Reverend Matthew Stewart

“Solving the crises we face isn’t simply a
matter of having the right facts, graphs,
policy analyses, or funding. And I no

longer believe we can “win” justice simply
by filing lawsuits, flexing our political

muscles or boosting voter turnout. Yes, we
absolutely must do that work, but none of
it — not even working for some form of

political revolution — will ever be enough
on its own. Without a moral or spiritual
awakening, we will remain forever

trapped in political games fueled by fear,
greed and the hunger for power.

American history teaches how these
games predictably play out within our

borders: time and again.”

Dr. Michelle Alexander
legal scholar, civil rights attorney
and author of The New Jim Crow



The rainbow alludes to
multiplicity, inclusion, vitality

and hope.

Image of a city speaks to ECM's
name, as well as their role in
connecting & convening diverse
ecosystems

Grouping of buildings connects
with ECM's work in affordable

housing.

The flame represents light,
liveliness & the Holy Spirit's
work & movement in the
world.

The image can also read
collectivity. We are stronger
and more powerful working

for the realm of God together


